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New Product Rolled Out Nation Wide Called The Sun Patch

Sign Solutions LLC. is rolling out a new product nationwide called The Sun Patch (Patent
Pending). Everyday millions of drivers are faced with driving directly in the strong glare of the
sun. This problem is hazardous and a hassle all at the same time. The sun seems to seek you out
where you canÂ�t get your sun visor to block it, and sun glasses can only do so much. The
problem is that the car keeps changing directions and your visor canÂ�t cover all the angles to
keep the sun out. The Sun Patch is a revolutionary product that improves your visibility while
driving in the glaring sun

Waveland,MS (PRWEB) March 24, 2005 -- Sign Solutions LLC. is rolling out a new product nationwide called
The Sun Patch (Patent Pending). Everyday millions of drivers are faced with driving directly in the strong glare
of the sun. This problem is hazardous and a hassle all at the same time. The sun seems to seek you out where
you canÂ�t get your sun visor to block it, and sun glasses can only do so much. The problem is that the car
keeps changing directions and your visor canÂ�t cover all the angles to keep the sun out. The Sun Patch is a
revolutionary product that improves your visibility while driving in the glaring sun. Once you use it, you will
wonder how you lived without it. The Sun Patch requires no adhesive, because it works by static cling. You can
move The Sun Patch any time and move it to where the sun is. Because your vehicle is constantly moving and
changing directions, you need The Sun Patch to move with you.

The Sun Patch is sold under Sign Solutions, LLC. We are a research and development company that prides
itself on being on the cutting edge of innovation. We have been incorporated since 2002 and have made great
progress with a number of other projects. The Sun Patch came about by accident when my wife complained
about the sun in her eyes when she went to work. The drive takes her directly in the sun when she drives east in
the mornings and west in the evenings. This prompted us to look around for a solution, but nothing on the
market solved the problem. We started working on different prototypes until we came up with The Sun Patch. I
know we had the right solution when my wife made this statement: Â�I will not leave home without The Sun
PatchÂ�. She loves it, and everybody we share it with loves it too. We even had a couple getting ready to fight
over The Sun Patch while driving one day, because they had just one patch. Thank God we solved that problem,
we got them several more, and maybe saved a marriage. Ha,ha. The product really works, and we think it can
help not just the average driver, but bus drivers, truck drivers, airplane pilots, the whole transportation industry
as a whole.

Available at the companyÂ�s website (www.thesunpatch.com), The Sun Patch is priced affordably at $7.00 ea.
or two for $12.00 (shipping included). The product will also be available for retail across the country in the
summer and fall of 2005.

For additional information contact:
Sign Solutions, LLC.
416 Lizana Lane
Waveland,MS 39576
http://www.thesunpatch.com

The Sun Patch
Sign Solutions, LLC
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Inventor and Manufacturer of The Sun Patch

Media Contact:
Belinda Graves
228-239-8380
signsolutions1@Bellsouth.net
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Contact Information
Kurt Graves
SIGN SOLUTIONS
http://www.thesunpatch.com
228-239-8380

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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